
Advertising for Lawyers 
Billboard advertising lets lawyers show info about their Law Firms that can contribute consumers to 

stare at while they are stuck in traffic. According to "Forbes" article, Americans spend more than twenty 

hours per week driving.  

Billboard marketing is still alive for various causes. One is brand awareness: Having your firm appear in a 

Billboard newspaper still transfers a certain level of professionalism. There is a concept that if you want 

respect, a billboard is one first-class place to achieve it. Potential customers may look at your firm in an 

improved light through print rather than watching your advertisements solely online, where $15 to $25 

gets any commercial placed on a good-traffic website. 

Billboards, for example, remain beneficial advertising plans, particularly in high-traffic roads, even for 

industries appealing to a relatively large market. Billboards are cost-effective and cheap yet usually 

short-lived (typically three to six weeks)—and their success is doggedly reliant on upon site. 

Billboard Advertising for Lawyers 
Billboards are an inevitable part of driving and can be an influential outdoor marketing tool. Billboards 

have long been an advertising strategy for lawyers. Roads in every country have billboard marketing 

showcasing every kind of attorney. Most billboards find potential customers in their vehicles and cars.  

Does billboard advertising for lawyer's work? 
Outdoor commercials are much more influential and let you reach a wider audience for a reasonable 

and affordable price. Traffic and DUIs accidents are unexpected, life-changing actions, and people often 

look to the major, nearby signs for help - literally. Billboards are best for attorneys and law practices 

who want to get the expression out to those in need when they are in need. 

An additional out-of-home marketing approach that lawyers should consider is "moving" billboards, 

which comprise messages displayed on mass-transportation automobiles (Trains, buses, car-shares). 

More marketers are transforming into this active billboard-style, knowing their message can hit a 

broader area of targeted audiences. That interprets as more bang for your buck. 

So, while presently less effective than in its heyday, Billboard marketing can still grasp target viewers 

and produce results, mainly when utilized as a tool in a multi-dimensional law firm promotion strategy. 

How Effective is Billboard Advertising for Lawyers? 
Several times, some of the most operative advertising strategies involve approaches that have been 

used by lawyers and other Law Firms for years. One of these widespread tools is attorney billboard 

promotion. Several people see these ads regularly. Although one does not think much of it when 

zooming by with the errands of the day in mind, billboard promotion carries an advertising message that 

is acknowledged clear and loud. This space in the sky continues to be a highly operative approach that is 

far away from obsolete. 

Benefits of Using Billboards 
Lawyers can turn customers into vast revenue streams. With so many persons reached with billboards at 

a local stage, the profit on investment from just a minor fraction of audiences often returns high yields.  



People see it. 
Billboards are always placed along busy highways and intersections, which means the public will always 

be watching at your eye-catching and large display. People have an option to click on an Internet 

commercial or change the strait away from a commercial, but they cannot evade observing at your 

billboard as they go throughout the day. 

 

Always working. 
You could pay to route a commercial on the TV or radio, but the amount only guarantees your 

advertisement is displayed a few times a day.  Unequally, a billboard displays 24/7. Customers might be 

exposed to a service or brand just once or twice through other methods of advertising, but billboards 

lead to reappeared exposure as people continually pass by. Although the message is short than it would 

be in other advertisement methods, it can hold in people's attention more because no matter what 

period of day they pass it will always be present there. 

 

Customized location. 
Because billboards are everywhere, you typically have your option of where you want to put your 

message. Use your billboard site to target definite customers or to grab people's attention, either at a 

place by your Law Firms or nearby a freeway exit or busy intersection. Because billboards are so large 

and central, you can grasp lots of people if you select the accurate location. 

 

Builds brand awareness. 
Billboards are not very operative at getting a response, like having customers visit your website or call 

your store, but they are powerful at creating product awareness. Because most people grasp the same 

billboard many times, they recall it and can often later associate it with the Law Firms and brand. 

Billboard designs and themes can be memorable and catchy and deliver a great way to potential clients 

to hear about your service and tuck it away in their minds until they might want to use your product or 

service. A billboard for a lawyer, for example, could help build brand awareness and stick with people 

until the day they want a lawyer when they can recall back to the billboard and the product that is deep-

seated in their mind. 

 

Targets a variety of customers. 
Billboards allow Law Firms to reach an enormous variety of clients with a sole advertising tactic. Instead 

of spending additional money and time to research and identify genre target client groups, a billboard 

allows you to reach a huge part of the varied general population. Billboards also bring the clients to you, 

which means you do not have to devote your marketing budget and time and focus to target specific 

and potential clients. This can be very beneficial for extensive services that attract a variety of 

demographics and can also help you find clients you might not expect would be concerned with your 

Law Firms. 

 



Tips for Billboard Advertising: 
Billboard advertising tips for lawyers 

Keep the script to the least. Billboard space is negligible. Word economy is paramount. Evade add-on 

copy or small print. 

Select your audience. Like Television, marketing a specialty or one sort of law service achieves superior 

to a one-size-fits-all attorney message. 

Use a humble call-to-action (CTA). Do you want potential customers to visit or call now the law firm's 

website? Choose one CTA. 


